Communication Department
Exhibit of Written and Visual Work

Monday, April 19 and Tuesday, April 20, 9 a.m. Yokum Hall Lower Entrance

This exhibit will showcase outstanding and/or prize-winning written and visual work by students majoring in Speech Communication, Mass Media, and Journalism. In the format of a scrolling poster exhibit in the lower entrance to Yokum Hall, works include but are not limited to magazine/newspaper articles, advertising/PR campaigns, and juried theoretical pieces.

Department of Special Education
Instructional Practices in Special Education: Grades 1-6

Presenters: Emily Austin, Amber Curtis, Lauren Fake, Kellie Grant, Amanda Grzejka, Nichole McMullen, Joseph Mello, Sara Montgomery, Emily Reyell, Rose Ryan, Stacy Saunders, Laura Spangler, Jacolyn Utzler, Diana Willett
Faculty Mentor: Byrne deGrandpre

Monday, April 19, Tuesday, April 20 and Thursday, April 22, 8 a.m. Sibley 208

Each Candidate is engaged in a semester long investigation of a specific unit of study related to the curriculum for students in grades one through six. During their presentations, Candidates will 1) Display and describe a variety of learning center activities designed to facilitate individual and group learning and 2) Employ Explicit Instruction to promote mastery of specific unit related objectives.

Journalism
Exhibit of Written and Visual Work

Monday, April 19, 9 a.m. Yokum Hall Lower Entrance

Department of Journalism students will showcase meritorious published work from Cardinal Points, All Points North, and internships such as the Press Republican. Entries will be in the form of display posters. The posters will be displayed along with student work from the Department of Communication. Three journalism faculty will help choosing winning entries.

Music Department
Chamber Ensembles Concert

Presenters: Saxophone Ensemble, Clarinet Choir, Percussion Ensemble
Faculty Sponsors: Daniel Gordon, Janine Scherline, Daryle Redmond

Monday, April 19, 8 p.m. E. Glenn Giltz Auditorium

Three chamber ensembles from the Music Department present a varied program of chamber repertoire. The concert is free and open to the public.
School of Business and Economics

A Study Abroad in Brisbane Australia
Presenters: Ken Pierson and Jason Templar
Faculty Sponsor: Robert Rolfs

Tuesday, April 20  9:30 - 10:30 a.m.  Mowry Conference Room, Redcay Hall

A collection of slides showing the learning experience in Brisbane, Australia at Bond University.

Art Department

Imagery of the Dance of Death
Presenter: Erica Mousseau

Illustrations of the 19th Century Second Great Awakening and Their Role in Education, Conversion and Devotion
Presenter: Rachel Levy

Women and Poster Art during World War II
Presenter: Lauren Summerville

Faculty Sponsor: Karen Blough

Tuesday, April 20  11 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.  Myers Fine Arts Room 216

Each presenter discusses the contribution of text illustration to social evolution and revolution. Case studies involving Catholicism and Reformation, religious revival in 19th-century America, and the unprecedented roles played by women in the United States during the Second World War reveal the particular power of words when accompanied by images.

Department of Social Work

Social Work Students Serving the Community
Presenters: Elizabeth Bacci, Courtney Braun, Lara Bruce, Caitlin Connolly, Brooke Cross, Caroline Goodrow, Kelly LaDuke, Karyn Langlais, Eva Litzenberger, Amanda Mason, Charles Nicastro, Erica Putman, Shannon Reil, Leslie Ross, Patti Rougeau, Kristen Ruscetta, Heather Sebastian, Heather Thompson, Angie Tracey, Jessica Wells
Faculty Mentor: Margaretha Wilcke

Tuesday, April 20  11 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.  Ward Hall, First Floor Lobby

SWK 404: Field Practicum in Social Work II consists of twenty (20) senior level students who are currently active in the second semester of their internship experience, an important component of the Social Work Program. They will produce a series of informative poster-board presentations, illustrating their work at a wide variety of internship sites.

School of Business and Economics

Beer Project
Presenters: Group of marketing students
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Kevin O’Neill

Tuesday, April 20  Noon to 2 p.m. Mowry Conference Room, Redcay Hall

A group of marketing students participate in a management game.
Communication Department
Student Recognition Showcase 2004

Tuesday, April 20 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.  Yokum Hall 208

The Department of Communication will recognize student excellence and achievement for Fall '03 and Spring '04. Communication faculty will present various student awards covering many diverse aspects of Communication studies. Audio, multimedia, and video awards will be accompanied by a brief presentation of the award-winning productions.

School of Business and Economics
Satisfaction Survey
Faculty Mentor: John Parmalee

Tuesday, April 20 3 - 4 p.m.  Mowry Conference Room, Redcay Hall

Students in Hotel, Restaurant and Tourism Management discuss the student satisfaction survey for the School of Business and Economics

Music Department
Applications of Music in the Elementary Classroom Lesson
Presenter: Jennifer Lawrence, member of Senior Seminar MUS485
Faculty Sponsor: Jo Ellen Miano

Tuesday, April 20 3 - 3:30 p.m.  Myers Fine Arts, Room 112

Horace Mann, the founder of the American Education system, believed music was a crucial component of education for the development of aesthetic appreciation, citizenship and thinking, and should be a fundamental part of the curriculum. Research has repeatedly shown music integration can enhance comprehension in other core subject areas. In literacy education, for example, music can help with articulation, sequencing, phrasing, phonics, and syntax. This presentation will demonstrate an elementary level lesson introducing the concept of rhythm through the integration of music and literature.

Music Department
Teaching Guitar to Young Students
Presenter: Christopher Cernak, member of Senior Seminar MUS485
Faculty Sponsor: Jo Ellen Miano

Tuesday, April 20 3:30 - 3:55 p.m.  Myers Fine Arts, Room 112

Teaching children the guitar or any instrument in itself can be challenging. Allowing the children to explore their own personal interests with the instrument is crucial to their progress. This presentation will be on teaching the guitar to younger or teenage children. The presentation will illustrate a program comprised of several standard texts along with the speaker's own take on the positive and negative aspects of certain texts. Concepts crucial for the understanding of the guitar at a beginning level will be demonstrated. There will also be a presentation of his journal and notes on two young subjects and how they responded to his program.
School of Business and Economics

Stock Selection and Portfolio Diversification
Presenters: Alina Sadoveanu and Leonardo Lemes
The Optimal Allocation of Commodity Trading Advisors in an International Stock, Bond and Hedge Fund Portfolio
Presenter: Alba Struga
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Greg Gregoriou and Dr. Robert Christopherson

Tuesday, April 20 4 - 5:45 p.m. Mowry Conference Room, Redcay Hall
Students in economic and finance class (ECO 396) discuss their research papers.

Music Department
Marketing Your College Music Program
Presenter: Eric Johnson, member of Senior Seminar MUS485
Faculty Sponsor: Jo Ellen Miano

Tuesday, April 20 3:55 - 4:20 p.m. Myers Fine Arts, Room 112
A demonstration of a recruitment session for prospective incoming students, illustrating why Plattsburgh State's Music Program is a good choice for many music students coming out of high school. The presenter will show how peer-to-peer recruitment allows the prospective students to feel more comfortable and more in tune with the recruiter. The demo recruitment session will show prospective students what Plattsburgh has to offer as an alternative to other music schools.

Forensics Showcase
Presenters: Nyan Blackmoore, Donika Dimovska, Sei Eugchi, Matthew Iscoe, Katie Line, Marvelle Roberts and Alba Struga
Faculty Sponsor: Nora Montanaro

Tuesday, April 20 4 p.m. Plattsburgh Room
Thursday, April 22 4 p.m. Plattsburgh Room
Two programs of selected speeches and readings will be performed by members of the award-winning Plattsburgh State Forensic Team, which returned from the State Championship with a third place team award. The team captured fourth place at the Northeast Regional Tournament earlier this year.

Department of Nursing
Cultural Fair
Faculty Sponsor: JoAnn Gleson-Krieg

Wednesday, April 21 1 - 3 p.m. Hawkins 259
The Cultural Fair is a presentation by student groups in the Nursing Program. Displays will feature information highlighting unique aspects of various cultures, and will focus on specific health care needs. Students will interact with participants to answer questions.

**Department of Childhood Education**

*Celebration of Science Teaching*

Presenters: EDU391B, FOCUS - LITERATURE AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Jayson Barnhart, Lauren Bebernitaz, Laurie Bell, Nannette Bezio, Eileen Crane, Chelsea Darrah, Kathleen Diggins, Leeann Dingmon, Nicole Havens, Jamie Howard, Andrew Jennings, Jason LaPlante, Genevieve Miller, Annmarie Munn, Alyse Scura, Brian Taylor, Pamela Trombley,
EDU391D - FOCUS - EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Tiffany Clift, Kelly Edmonston, Shannon Fitzgerald, Wendy Levins, Melanie Lopez, Renee Marois, Gavin Mullen, Russell Patterson, Scott Pedrick, Andrew Poust, Kaitlin Sansom, Jacklin Smith, Angela Spanakos, Kristen Young
EDU391E - FOCUS - GENETICS AND BIODIVERSITY
Jessica Abrams, Katrina Berry, Melanie Bliss, Nayamka Boyce, Linda Braune, Nicholas Damiani, Tara Edmonson, Jessica Hayes, Amanda Hess, Michelle Inello, Jennifer Lorne, Lisa Spangler, Leanne Wood
SPECIAL PRESENTATION - By Adam Bouchard, Graduate of our Childhood Education Program who is currently working on MALS in Science Education. He is working with Dr. Nancy Elwess/Biology Department and will discuss his research with hamsters and the effect of exercise.
Faculty Mentor: Karen Larkin

**Wednesday, April 21**

1 - 3:30 p.m.    Plattsburgh Room, Angell College Center

Teaching Science in the Elementary School is an adventure into learning, not just the process of science. We strive also to tell the STORY of Science, making connections with other subjects. Topics include Science in Literature, Experimental Design, Molecular Genetics & Biodiversity, Science in a Social Historical Perspective

**Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice**

*Education in Mexico: Problems and Oppression*
Presenter: Sarah Bourdeau
*The Science and Culture of Milpa Agriculture*
Presenter: Rebecca Brown
*Susto: The Cultural Construction of a Disease*
Presenter: Dan Correl
*Commercial Shrimp Farming versus Community Fisheries*
Presenter: Brandon Cruz
*Mexican Midwifery*
Presenter: Toni Mikulka
*Water Supply and Water Treatment in the City of Oaxaca, Mexico*
Presenter: Adam Defayette

Faculty Sponsors: Anita Rapone and Charles Simpson

**Wednesday, April 21**

4:30 - 6 p.m.    Hawkins Hall 153C

Students will summarize the results of their independent research projects undertaken as part of the PSU Oaxaca Program, Fall 2003. Each student will take approximately 15 minutes to describe their research and answer audience questions.
**Music Department**

*Choral Fest 2004 Concert*

Presenters: PSU College Chorale, Cardinal Singers, and Minor Adjustments, with guest St. Michael's College Chorale

Faculty Sponsors: William Verity, Jo Ellen Miano

**Wednesday, April 21**

8 p.m.  

E. Glenn Giltz Auditorium

General $8-Faculty/Staff/Seniors/Students $6-Plattsburgh State Students $4

Annual choral festival, featuring three Plattsburgh State University choral groups, with guest ensemble St. Michael's College Chorale, under the direction of Nathaniel Lew. Choral works will be performed by each individual group. The program concludes with several combined choir works. Classical, jazz, and popular styles, including music by Bach, Fauré, Gardner, Hogan, Garland, The Beatles, and others.

**Department of Special Education**

*Everybody Can if Everybody Does: Three Strategies for Increasing Active Student Response During Group Instruction*

Presenters: Teri Giroux, Chris Maguire, Melissa Myers, Jennifer Pitcher, Amy Rothman

Faculty Mentor: Rodney Cavanaugh

**Thursday, April 22**

9:30 a.m.  

Sibley 200

This Showcase session will feature junior special education majors enrolled in Instructional Practices Grades 1-6 (EDS 482). They will demonstrate three strategies for increasing active student engagement during group instruction; guided notes, choral response, and response cards. Audience members will be invited to participate in the demonstrations.

**Department of Foreign Language and Literature**

*The Frida Project*

Student Presenters: Claudia Itzkowich, Andrea Downing, Kimberly Davis, Kelley Bonner, James Ward and Danielle Parrotte

Faculty Presenters: Isabel Arredondo, Jeff Hornibrook, Rick Davies

Faculty Sponsors: Oscar Flores and Jurgen Kleist

**Thursday, April 22**

9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.  

Cardinal Lounge

The artist Frida Kahlo (1907-1954) is one of Mexico's premiere painters and cultural icons. As a young woman, Frida suffered a severe accident that left her immobile for months and confined to her bed. But rather than giving in to her fate, she began to paint. After she recovered from her injury, she met the muralist Diego Rivera who by then was already Mexico's foremost artist and known worldwide. They married and stayed artistically creative for most of their lives.

The life of Frida Kahlo became the topic of a major motion picture, FRIDA, directed by Julie Taymor, which won two Academy Awards in 2002. Since the film is rich in history, art, music and the Mexican way of life between 1920-1940 the FLL department decided to make it the centerpiece of a symposium.

We will show the move FRIDA in the morning (9:30 - 12:00 p.m.), and in the afternoon, students and faculty will give short presentations that illuminate the aspects of the film. The FRIDA PROJECT concludes with a music performance by "The Plattsburgh State Contemporary Combo," directed by Rick Davies.
Department of Foreign Language and Literature
Student Works
Presenters: Graduating and Advanced French Students
Faculty Sponsors: Marie Cusson and Jean Ouedraogo

Thursday, April 22 11 - 12:30 p.m. Champlain Valley Hall 319

Posters, writing samples, original audio and video materials, and presentations put together by students.

School of Business and Economics
Ocus Focus
Presenters: Students in Marketing Management Course 480
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. James Csipak

Thursday, April 22 4 - 5:45 p.m. Mowry Conference Room, Redcay Hall

The group of students will be singing a song -- the lyrics describe the major concepts of marketing strategy.

Computer Science Department
Intranet
Presenters: Students in the Networks Class (CSC 457)
Faculty Sponsor: Evelyne Tropper

Thursday, April 22 12:15 p.m. Hawkins 036C

An intranet that includes Web servers, email servers, a firewall, peer-to-peer file sharing, a Directory Name server and routing tables to send messages.

Computer Science Department
An illuminated three-dimensional scene
Presenter: Jereme Peabody
Faculty Sponsor: William Teter

Thursday, April 22 12:15 p.m. Hawkins 053B

Demonstration and explanation of a program that uses OpenGL to create a three dimensional image of chairs and a table with a mirror of the wall. The scene is illuminated using the Phong model of lighting.

Student Affairs
Alternative Spring Break
Presenters: Alyssa Amyotte, Christopher Ashley, Ashley Bajohr, Helene Carr, Michael Kass, Mackenzie Knobel, Susan Macaulay, Crystal Paolelli, Jared Stanley, Aisling Taft, Kathleen Uttberg

Thursday, April 22 12:30 p.m Plattsburgh Room, Angell College Center

Participants in the 2004 Alternative Spring Break Program will share photographs and stories of their experiences at seven service sites. PSU groups traveled across the eastern United States, helping communities and their residents - hear about the friends they made, the impact they had, and what they learned from their adventures.
Computer Science Department
*A video selector using user profiles to pick selections that reflect the user's taste*
Presenters: Students in the AI class (CSC 345)
Faculty Sponsor: Evelyne Tropper

**Thursday, April 22**  
12:30 p.m.  
Hawkins 053B

This program uses Artificial Intelligence techniques to build the user profiles. Demos and explanations will be given.

Computer Science Department
*A computer and system trouble-shooter that can estimate user level of computer proficiency and help needed*
Presenters: Students in the AI class (CSC 345)
Faculty Sponsor: Evelyne Tropper

**Thursday, April 22**  
12:45 p.m.  
Hawkins 053B

This program uses Artificial Intelligence techniques to estimate the user proficiency. Demos and explanations will be given.

Computer Science Department
*A card game program that Learns*
Presenters: Students in the AI class (CSC 345)
Faculty Sponsor: Evelyne Tropper

**Thursday, April 22**  
1:00 p.m.  
Hawkins 053B

Machine learning techniques to better its game.

Computer Science Department
*Very Fancy Boxball*
Presenter: Chris Morales
Faculty Sponsor: Lonnie Fairchild

**Thursday, April 22**  
1:15 p.m.  
Hawkins 053B

Demo of a video game that was developed by combining ideas for several projects in the introductory programming course.

Center for Earth and Environmental Science
*Longitudinal Stream Biogeochemistry of Altona Flatrock and the Little Chazy Watershed, Northeastern New York.*
Presenters: Zuidema, Shantar, Environmental Earth Sciences Department, E. Connecticut State University; Shirk, Adrienne, Department of Biology, Millersville University, Millersville, PA; Fuller, Robert D., Center for Earth and Environmental Science, Plattsburgh State University of New York.

*Late Mesozoic Exhumation of the Northern Appalachian Orogen: Information from Apatite Fission-Track Ages*
Presenters: Roden-Tice, Mary K., Center for Earth and Environmental Science, Plattsburgh State University; West, David P., Jr., Department of Geology, Middlebury College; Wintsch, Robert P., Department of Geological Sciences, Indiana University; Potter, Jaime K. and Winch, Jenny L., students at Plattsburgh State University.
Hydrologic Budget of a Groundwater Flow-Through Reservoir on Sandstone-Pavement at Altona Flat Rocks, Northeastern New York State

Presenters: Hohenwarter, J., Slippery Rock University; Vinci, J., Eastern Connecticut State University; Baptiste, L., Hunter College; Romanowicz, E., and Franzi, D.A., Plattsburg State University.

Sediment Survey of the Imperial Dam Reservoir

Presenters: Mathews, A.G., Logalbo, M., and Frederick, E., Plattsburgh State University undergraduate students; Franzi, D.A. and Olmsted, J.F., Plattsburgh State University; Wellman, W.

Thursday, April 22 12 - 1 p.m.  Hudson Hall (First Floor)

Students in the Center for Earth and Environmental Science will present posters from various research projects.

Physics Department

Student Project

Presenter: Dylan Murray

Faculty Sponsor: John Lewis

Thursday, April 22 1:30 - 2 p.m.  Hudson Hall 215

The project involves the analysis of solar radiation data collected over the past three years at 4 GHz by the 3.9-meter antenna situated behind Sibley Hall. The present work analyzes the solar transit profile and attempts to model it by relatively simple means. The solar profile is used to check the computer time base of the flare data.

Department of Nursing

The Changing Role of Community Health Nursing


Faculty Mentor: Anne Watson Bongiorno

Thursday, April 22 2 - 4 p.m.  Hawkins 205 & 259 (Nursing Labs)

Community Health Nurse students experienced the changing role of nurses by conceptualizing their community of interest as a process and examining the theoretical concepts of health as a network of relationships between community, environment, and personal knowledge. Students selected and assessed a population, and planned, implemented, and evaluated a program addressing a health need.

Physics Department

Student Project

Presenter: Ilona Leanela Sitnitsky

Faculty Sponsor: John Lewis

Thursday, April 22 2:15 - 2:45 p.m.  Hudson Hall 215

Two problems in cosmology are presented, the expanding universe and the rotation curve of galaxies. The two different theories that solve them—Dark Matter and MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics) will be discussed. Analysis of the galactic rotation curve is given for both theories and their strong and weak points will be addressed. For two theories with totally different assumptions, it is strange that neither can
definitely rule out the other. The problem of galactic dynamics is still an open and important question in both physics and astrophysics.

Music Department

Music and Medicine: An Introduction to Music Therapy
Presenter: Elizabeth Paccione, member of Senior Seminar MUS485
Faculty Sponsor: Jo Ellen Miano

Thursday, April 22 3 - 3:35 p.m.  Myers Fine Arts, Room 112

Music has the power to bring emotions out of many individuals that may not be expressed verbally. For example, improvisation allows for free creativity that may aid an individual in finding feelings that may have been previously forgotten or repressed. Describing the effects of music therapy on a patient undergoing bone marrow transplants, Dr. Paul Nolan of Drexel University states, "Mary's music therapy sessions provided a means of exploring feelings about her illness which fortified her sense of control.” In music therapy, the therapist often guides an individual through a musical process so that he/she might be more capable of healing a psychological or physiological disorder. We may benefit from some sort of music therapy to help us cope with the various daily obstacles that we face. This presentation will attempt to make the audience more appreciative of music therapy as a supplement to a simple medication or one-on-one verbal counseling sessions. A community drum circle and a demonstration of the creative musical process will illustrate the spiritual power of music.

Music Department

Bel Canto Principles and Practice
Presenter: Kohei Toyoda, member of Senior Seminar MUS485
Faculty Sponsor: Jo Ellen Miano

Thursday, April 22 3:40 - 4:15 p.m.  Myers Fine Arts, Room 112

A presentation of the history and meaning of the abandoned Italian vocal technique "bel canto" that was used to perform early 19th-century Italian opera[s]. The presenter will analyze the benefits of using this old singing method to perform the technically-demanding bel canto repertoire.

Latin American Studies

2004 Model OAS
Presenters: LAS Student Delegates to the Model OAS
Faculty Sponsor: Deborah Altamirano

Friday, April 23 10 - 11 a.m.  Hawkins Hall 121A

Students in the Latin American Studies program will present a showcase highlighting their work and experiences representing Venezuela at the 2004 Model OAS (Organization of American States) in Washington, D.C. To give viewers a sense of the style and content of debate at the Model, students will argue a resolution reflecting a current issue impacting Latin American Society.

Psychology Department

Children's Nonverbal Communication Skills and Emotion Regulation
Presenters: Ruth Starke, Ferne Pinard, Rheta Vann, Michelle Hurley
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Morales

The Influence of Children's Temperament on Maternal Behavior During a Distressing Task
Presenters: Nichole Christiansen, Liliya Endres, Jeanne Valerio, Michelle Hurley
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Morales
Universal Pre-kindergarten: Long-term Benefits to Childrens Academic Performance
Presenter: Meeghan Goralczyk
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Morales

The Influence of Breast Feeding on Typically Developing Children’s Gaze Following Skills
Presenter: Rheta Vann
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Morales

The Effects of Type of Child Care on Gaze Following Skills In Typically Developing Children
Presenter: Ruth Starke
Faculty Sponsor: Michael Morales

Fairness of Course Policies
Presenters: Adam Wolf, Tiffany Bracy
Faculty Sponsor: William Gaeddert

Psychometric properties of the Comprehensive Child Maltreatment Inventory
Presenters: McGivern, Michelle, Castine, Keryn, & Wood, Janna
Faculty Sponsor: Katherine Dunham

The Undergraduate Psychology Fieldwork Experience
Presenters: Mattison, Justin, & Venneman, Josh
Faculty Sponsor: Katherine Dunham

Neurofeedback for the Amelioration of ADHD Symptoms: Does it Really Work?
Presenters: Jennifer Ruscio, Jennifer Mehaffy, Rebecca Gero, Tiffany Bracy and Joseph Kanfer
Faculty Sponsor: Jeanne Ryan

Friday, April 23   2- 4 p.m.    Beaumont Lounge
The Psychology Department will present student posters from undergraduate research projects.

Phenomenology Department
Undergraduate Student Philosophy Colloquium

Friday, April 23   3- 5 p.m.    Champlain Valley Hall 105
Names of students presenting and abstracts of their papers will be available in the Philosophy Department Office on Monday, April 19.

Theatre Department
Story Dramatization
Presenters: Students in theatre class 305
Faculty Sponsor: Timothy Palkovic

Friday, April 23   4:10- 5p.m.    Studio Theatre, Myers 129
Presentation of folk tales improvised into short plays. Presentations are lighthearted and informal-a good way to begin the weekend.
Theatre Department

Student One-Acts

Friday and Saturday, April 23 & 24  8 p.m  Hartman Theatre

Presenting an evening of student-written, student directed one-act plays. Admission is $2; tickets available at the door only.

History Department

Northeasterners’ Conceptions of the Revolutionary War
Presenter: James Bracy
Faculty Sponsor: James Rice

Saturday, April 24  11 a.m.  Valcour Conference Center

W.B. Yeats and the Poetic Expression of Fascism, 1932-1935
Presenter: Marie Mitchell
Faculty Sponsor: Gary Kroll

Saturday, April 24  1 p.m.  Valcour Conference Center

Snyder, Kerouac and Eastern Mysticism
Presenter: Nick Favicchio
Faculty Sponsor: Gary Kroll

Saturday, April 24  1:00 p.m.  Valcour Conference Center

Alpha-Gamma-Alpha chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the international academic honor society of History, will be hosting a New York/Western New England Regional meeting at the Valcour Conference Center.

Anthropology Department

Alaska Experience
Presenters: Sarah Bourdeau, Dan Corral, Toni Mikulka, Danielle Parrotte, and others
Faculty Sponsors: James Armstrong and Mark Cohen

Saturday, April 24  Noon - 1:30 p.m.  College Center Atrium
Second Floor

Veterans of the Anthropology-Alaska summer project with a cross-cultural sample of the developmentally disabled will provide a poster presentation combined with a brief repeatable short video on the Alaska experience. They will be individually available to discuss the program and their individual experiences.

Art Museum

Senior Exhibition 2004

Saturday, April 24-May 15  4 pm (Opening)  Burke Gallery, Myers Fine Arts Building
An exhibition of art works produced by studio majors marking the culmination of their studies. Painting, sculpture, printmaking, artist books, digital imagery, photography, drawing, ceramics and design are the areas of concentration displayed giving a representative idea of their accomplishments and development. Not only is the work by the students, but the complete exhibition is a product of their instruction including the catalogue, installation and presentation.

Lake Champlain Research Institute

Monitoring Discharges in Natural Channels using Drainage Area and Discharge Relationships in the Adirondack Mountains New York State (USA)

Presenters: J. Thouin and E.A. Romanowicz (faculty) Center for Earth and Environmental Science and the Lake Champlain Research Institute

A Discussion of the Area Method for Hydrograph Separation, Case Study in the Adirondacks, New York State (USA)

Presenters: Jutras, Brett and E.A. Romanowicz (faculty). Center for Earth and Environmental Science and the Lake Champlain Research Institute

Sediment Survey of the Imperial Dam Reservoir, Plattsburgh, New York

Presenters: 1Mathews, A.G., 1Logalbo, M., 1Stowe, M., and 1Frederick, E. 1,2Olmsted, J.F. (faculty), 2Wellman, W., and 1Franzi, D.A (faculty) 1State University of New York at Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh, NY 2Lake Champlain Chapter, Trout Unlimited, Plattsburgh, NY

Monitoring Discharges in Natural Channels in the Adirondack Mountains, New York State (USA)

Presenters: Joe Thouin, Brett Jutras and E.A. Romanowicz (faculty) Center for Earth and Environmental Science and the Lake Champlain Research Institute

Stream Benthic Macroinvertebrate Composition in Managed and Preserved Adirondack (New York, USA) Headwater Catchments

Presenters: Jackson, Timothy J.1, Mihuc, T.B. (faculty)1, Woodcock, T.(faculty)1, Mihuc J. R.(faculty)2, Spring, K.1, Tran, C.1, Welch, D.1. Myers, L.2 1Lake Champlain Research Institute and Center For Earth and Environmental Science, Plattsburgh State University, Plattsburgh, NY 12901 USA 2Paul Smiths College, Paul Smiths, NY 12970 -0265 USA

Algal Community Composition and Cyanobacterial Toxins in Lake Champlain, U.S.A.

Presenters: Pellam, M.1, Vasile, J.1, Bouchard, A.1,Mihuc Timothy B.(faculty)1, Boyer, G. L.(faculty)2. 1Lake Champlain Research Institute and Center for Earth and Environmental Science, Plattsburgh State University of New York, 101 Broad Street, Plattsburgh, NY 12901, USA. 2SUNY-ESF, Faculty of Chemistry, Syracuse, NY 13201.

Detection of lead ions in aqueous solution using quartz crystal microbalance

Presenters: Johh Asare, Ewa Pater (faculty). Chemistry Department

Volume Changes of Ion exchange Resins Equilibrated with Concentrated Electrolyte Solutions

Presenters: Camissa Cochrane, Lyndell LeBruin, Ewa Pater (Chemistry Department) and Jeffrey Jones (Lake Champlain Research Institute).

Resource assimilation of a common mayfly (Epeorus sp.) from an Adirondack (U.S.A,) headwater stream

Presenters: Chris Tran and Timothy B. Mihuc (faculty). Lake Champlain Research Institute and Center for Earth and Environmental Science.

Feeding Patterns of Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) In Adirondack Upland Streams

Presenters: David Welch and T. Mihuc (faculty) Center for Earth and Environmental Science and Lake Champlain Research Institute.

Invertebrate Drift pre- and post- lampricide application in the Boquet River

*Effects of forest management on riparian plant communities and riparian zone width in upland Adirondack watersheds*

Presenters: Michael Dieterich, Thomas Woodcock, Kenneth Adams (faculty), and Timothy Mihuc (faculty). Center for Earth and Environmental Science and Lake Champlain Research Institute.

**Saturday, April 24**

9:30-11:30 a.m. Hudson Hall 106

The Lake Champlain Research Institute will present student posters from undergraduate research projects. Over a dozen students from Environmental Science, Geology and Chemistry areas will present the results of independent study projects conducted with Plattsburgh State University faculty. Come find out what we know….or don't know….or thought we knew….

**Music Department**

*Sinfonia Concert*

Presenter: Sinfonia

Faculty Sponsor: Elizabeth Gorevic

**Sunday, April 25**

7 p.m. St. John’s Church, 7 Margaret Street

General $6-Students-Seniors $4-Plattsburgh State Students $2 at the door

Plattsburgh State University's string chamber ensemble Sinfonia will perform a full concert at St. John's Church. Works include Concerto Grosso in F Major, (Corelli), Trauermusik (Hindemith) with guest viola soloist Brian Lindgren, Brook Green Suite (Holst), and Divertimento in D Major (Mozart).